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Abstract 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are essential to the 
modeling of realistic behaviors for agents in simulation 
systems. Although Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and 
Clustering techniques are being explored in the 
implementation of such agents in computer games, these 
techniques are still under-used in the implementation of 
simulation systems. This work approaches this gap by 
proposing a new CBR and clustering framework in which 
clustering algorithms and clustering evaluation techniques 
are explored in both the construction of adjusted similarity 
functions and the organization of sub-case bases, which are 
indexing components to the efficient retrieval of relevant 
cases from case bases so as to support the solution of new 
simulation problems. To evaluate this framework, a case-
based algorithm was implemented to simulate the choice of 
military supplies to be used in artillery battery missions in 
virtual tactical simulations. 

Introduction   
Military organizations rely on education and training to 
prepare individuals to act in difficult situations with a high 
level of efficiency. In this context, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) techniques are been increasingly explored in the de-
velopment of intelligent agent functionalities aiming to 
accurately reproduce real-world problem-solving situations 
in simulation environments. However, more dynamic and 
adaptive knowledge-based techniques still need to be ex-
plored to support the modeling and simulation of intelligent 
agent tasks in computer simulation systems. As investigat-
ed in this paper, these new kinds of AI approaches can 
emerge from the integration of Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR) (Lopez De Mantaras, McSherry et al. 2005) and 
Clustering (Jain, N. et al. 1999) techniques. In an approach 
where CBR and clustering are integrated, clustering algo-
rithms are used in the grouping of cases to investigate how 
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well such cases capture different groups or classes repre-
senting real-world simulation situations. Most importantly, 
clustering is also used in an exploratory analysis involving 
such problem-solving experiences captured as cases, where 
clustering results by themselves have a paramount educa-
tional value for domain users which ought to be involved in 
the development of simulation systems.  

This paper discusses a new CBR and clustering frame-
work to support the development of case-based agents in 
virtual tactical simulation environments. For the enhance-
ment of such systems, this work shows how to systemati-
cally use clustering algorithms in the solution of indexing 
problems in CBR in order to support the query and organi-
zation of case bases. The proposed framework innovates 
when it explores clustering algorithms and clustering eval-
uation metrics in the proposition and testing of domain-
specific adjusted similarity functions to improve the accu-
racy of CBR queries in simulation systems. To evaluate the 
proposed CBR and clustering framework in a real-world 
simulation problem, a case study developed in this project 
involved the construction of a case-based agent algorithm 
for supporting the choice of type and amount of military 
supplies to be used by an artillery battery agent in a virtual 
tactical simulator (e.g. (Brondani, Freitas et al. 2017)).  

The paper is organized as follows: the second section re-
views basic concepts and related works from AI and Simu-
lation, in the context of CBR and Clustering. The proposed 
CBR and Clustering framework along with experimental 
results are discussed in sections third and fourth, respec-
tively. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented. 

Background to this Work 
Many agent development challenges are common to both 
simulation systems and computer game systems. For in-
stance, planning and different degrees of prediction to tasks 
in a game, which are common issues for CBR in Real Time 
Strategy (RTS) games (Ontañón 2010, Lara-Cabrera, Cotta 
et al. 2013, Robertson and Watson 2014), are features that 
are also desirable in agents for simulation systems. In con-
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trast to virtual simulations, where users are in-the-loop of 
the case reuse process (Reece, McCormack et al. 2004), 
CBR is most commonly used in fully autonomous agents 
as shown in an air combat simulator (Borck, Karneeb et al. 
2015). Indexing structures to support CBR retrieval algo-
rithms (Lopez De Mantaras, McSherry et al. 2005) are cen-
tral to the success of such systems. To the identification of 
a set of weight values to be used in a similarity function of 
a case-based agent implementation, this work relies on 
clustering techniques. Clustering (Jain, N. et al. 1999) per-
mits the investigation of how to organize cases into groups 
using similarities between them. Among standard ap-
proaches, the hierarchical algorithms allow the investiga-
tion of different levels of hierarchy associated to the 
formed groups, allowing clustering results to be naturally 
represented through tree structures. These results can be 
systematically evaluated by external metrics: “Entropy”, 
“purity” and “precision” (Jain, N. et al. 1999). Different 
works demonstrated the usage of clustering techniques in 
the development of indexing approaches for case retrieval. 
Most of them are focused on the analysis of how large case 
bases could be organized in sub-case bases (e.g. (Yang and 
Wu 2000, Mittal, Sharma et al. 2014, Müller and 
Bergmann 2014)).  

A CBR and Clustering Framework 
The realism of experience-based agents can be achieved 
when CBR retrieval functionalities provide relevant simi-
larity computations between a current simulation situation 
and past simulation problems recorded in a case base. In 
the modeling of agents for simulation systems, useful case-
based solutions can be obtained provided that a pertinent 
set of attributes of a simulation problem is indexed in the 
case structure. In many systems, the relative importance of 
each attribute is represented by weight values in domain-
specific weighted similarity computations. After weight 
values for these case attributes are set up in similarity func-
tions, clustering algorithms relying on these adjusted func-
tions can be executed multiple times. 

When running most clustering algorithms, parameters 
need to be initially informed by users. Using these parame-
ters, this framework describes how to explore clustering 
techniques in the construction of domain-specific similarity 
functions to be used by agents in simulation systems. As a 
result, CBR-based agents can use two-step retrieval algo-
rithms, where the first step computes similarities between a 
query case against cluster centroids representing case 
groups formed when clustering algorithms are executed. 
Then, the second step computes similarities between the 
query case and the past cases that belong to the cluster cen-
troid that is the most similar to the query as computed in 
the first step of retrieval. In the end, the most similar past 
cases belonging to its most similar sub-case base are re-
trieved from case bases, and the solutions recorded. 

The indexing process regarding the assessment of the 
relevance of case attributes starts when an equal 
weighting scheme is explored in the underlying similarity 
function used in both clustering and CBR. Using this con-

figuration of weights, this initial indexing activity is similar 
to what happens when standard clustering analysis tasks 
are executed. In this context, clustering results obtained in 
this initial investigation can be evaluated according to clus-
tering evaluation methods. Using equally weighted similar-
ity function in the clustering of cases, clustering algorithms 
are executed, and groupings of cases are recorded for do-
main user’ inspection. Clustering results are also evaluated 
according to external clustering evaluation metrics (e.g. 
Table 1 (a)). In this described indexing process, it is possi-
ble to obtain “baseline” clustering evaluations that may be 
improved in the analysis of the indices.  

Once baseline clustering results and clustering evalua-
tions are recorded, the second indexing activity refers to 
the usage of a single weighting scheme in the similarity 
function used by clustering algorithms. The main idea is to 
select one case attribute used in the similarity computations 
and to assign a high weight value to this attribute, while all 
other weights for case attributes used in these similarity 
computations are kept equal to 1.0. Then, this single 
weighting scheme analysis considers that clustering algo-
rithms are executed multiple times to consider each attrib-
ute represented in the case structure (e.g. Table 1 (b)). In 
doing so, the aim is to obtain clustering results along with 
clustering evaluations so that the impact of each case at-
tribute in the formation of more homogeneous case group-
ings is assessed (e.g. Table 1 (b1), (b10) and (b11)). The 
impact in clustering results due to the use of high weight 
values in each case attribute used in similarity computa-
tions is also contrasted with similar evaluations made when 
the equal weighting scheme is evaluated (i.e. results are 
contrasted against values that are taken as “baseline” where 
equal weights for case attributes are used (e.g. Table 1 
(a))). In practice, when the use of a high weight value in a 
target case attribute leads to the formation of better evalu-
ated clustering results, this indicates that such targeted at-
tribute has a higher relevance in the assessed similarity.  

The last activity deals with an adjusted weighting 
scheme in similarity computations executed by clustering 
algorithms. To do so, the proposal here is that values of 
clustering evaluation obtained when the single weighting 
scheme is used (e.g. in Table 1 (b1), (b10) and (b11)) are 
automatically normalized into a set of attribute weight val-
ues. Using a linear normalization method, a range of values 
from 1.0 to 10.0 can easily allow domain experts to exam-
ine the resulting set of weights to assess whether they 
match such experts’ knowledge with respect to the relative 
importance of case attributes in the solution of problems in 
their applications. Values of clustering evaluation obtained 
when the equal weighting scheme is executed (“baseline” 
clustering evaluations (e.g. Table 1 (a))) can also be ex-
plored in this normalization task. It means that clustering 
evaluation estimates from the single weighting scheme (i.e. 
clustering evaluations reflecting the impact of each case 
attribute in the formation of case groups) can be higher (or 
lower) than these baseline evaluations. In effect, when 
baseline clustering evaluations are used in this normaliza-
tion, only the evaluation estimates that are higher than the 
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baseline ones are normalized as a set of attribute weights, 
while the weights for other case attributes are kept to 1.0. 
Then, an adjusted set of weight values for case attributes is 
defined and used in domain-specific adjusted similarity 
functions for new clustering executions. It means that clus-
tering algorithms are executed and clustering results ob-
tained with their centroids and external evaluations (e.g. 
Table 1 (c)) are again recorded. 

A Case for CBR and Clustering in the 
Development of Artillery Battery Agents 

An evaluation of the CBR and clustering framework in the 
context of the development of (semi) autonomous agent 
behaviors for simulation systems was developed in a pro-
ject involving the development of a virtual tactical simula-
tor (e.g. (Brondani, Freitas et al. 2017)). In this project, the 
addressed problem regards the choice of supplies to be 
used by artillery battery agents to accomplish a mission in 
simulation exercises. Besides making careful considera-

tions of available types and amounts of provisions, the so-
lution to this problem involves the domain-specific as-
sessment of contextual battle situation factors.  

Experiments were carried out using a case base contain-
ing 800 cases for the artillery battery supply selection prob-
lem. This case base was organized to capture real-world 
decision-making situations, ranging from scenarios in 
which supplies were broadly available to scenarios in 
which such supplies were scarce and even not fully ade-
quate to fulfill the mission goals. In these experiments, 
parameters for a hierarchical clustering algorithm used 
were configured as: number of cluster = 15 (empirically 
defined as they captured the main groups of cases), linking 
criteria used = “single”, “complete” and “average”. Table 1 
presents clustering evaluation results from executions of a 
hierarchical clustering algorithm. In such various execu-
tions of this algorithm, the “equal weighting scheme”, the 
“single weighting scheme” and the “adjusted weighting 
scheme” were explored in the similarity function used.  

Table 1. Clustering evaluation results obtained when different configurations of the similarity function were used 

Clustering 
algorithm 

Linking 
strategy 

Clustering 
evaluation 

metrics 

Equal weighting 
scheme Single weighting scheme Adjusted weighting scheme 

(a) All weight 
values for case 

attributes are equal 
to 1.0 (baseline 

clustering evalua-
tions) 

(b) Weight value for a selected case attribute = 
HIGH_VALUE, while all other weight values for 

case attributes = 1.0 

(c) Weight values derived from the 
linear normalization of clustering 

evaluations 

(b1) High 
weight 
attrib. 1 

… 

(b10) 
High 

weight 
attrib. 10 

(b11) 
High 

weight 
attrib. 11 

… (c1) Baseline 
clustering eval-
uations are not 

used 

(c2) Baseline 
clustering 

evaluations 
are used 

Hierarchical 
clustering 

Complete 
Purity 0.08 0.08 … 0.33 0.14 … 0.08 0.09 
Entropy -20.38 -25.89 … -217.03 -43.05 … -19.43 -20.79 
Precision 0.61 0.80 … 0.92 0.91 … 0.59 0.63 

Average 
Purity 0.15 0.14 … 0.17 0.18 … 0.15 0.17 
Entropy -35 -99 … -145 -93 … -34 -48 
Precision 0.53 0.62 … 0.63 0.58 … 0.52 0.64 

Single 
Purity 0.07 0.09 … 0.23 0.21 … 0.08 0.13 
Entropy -33 -52 … -180 -165 … -32 -40 
Precision 0.52 0.47 … 0.61 0.68 … 0.48 0.54 

Table 2. Leave-one-out cross-validation results obtained when different configurations of the similarity function were used 

Clustering 
algorithm 

Linking 
strategy 

Clustering evalu-
ation metrics 

(a) Accuracy results obtained 
when an equal weighting 

scheme is used 

(b) Accuracy results (weight values derived from the linear normal-
ization of clustering evaluations) 

(b1) Baseline clustering evalua-
tions are not used in the normali-

zation task 

(b2) Baseline clustering evalua-
tions are used in the normaliza-

tion task 
(a1) Sub-case 
bases are not 

used 

(a2) Sub-
case bases 
are used 

(b1.1) Sub-
case bases are 

not used 

(b1.2) Sub-
case bases are 

used 

(b2.1) Sub-
case bases are 

not used 

(b2.2) Sub-
case bases 
are used 

Hierarchical 
clustering 

Complete Purity 44.50 69.26 63.11 70.37 67.63 74.36 
Entropy 44.50 69.26 65.14 68.50 65.26 82.79 
Precision 44.50 69.26 58.38 65.40 68.00 79.88 

Average Purity 44.50 60.72 57.52 62.00 61.65 69.23 
Entropy 44.50 60.72 61.66 67.54 64.14 73.42 
Precision 44.50 60.72 53.50 70.12 63.23 79.65 

Single Purity 44.50 53.88 53.25 64.09 60.08 73.51 
Entropy 44.50 53.88 56.18 69.13 58.96 79.63 
Precision 44.50 53.88 57.05 61.22 63.40 71.62 
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Using the 800 cases available, a leave-one-out and test 
cross-validation method was used to assess the accuracy of 
the case-based agents implemented. Table 2 shows the ac-
curacy results obtained when the equal weighting scheme 
was explored in the similarity function (Table 2 (a)). These 
results were divided in two sets of values to show if it is 
worth using sub-case bases (Table 2 (a2)) in the CBR re-
trieval algorithm. In this case, when sub-case bases were 
not used (Table 2 (a1)), clustering results were not used by 
the CBR algorithm since similarity computations were ex-
ecuted against all cases from the case base. When sub-case 
bases were used by the CBR retrieval algorithm, however, 
different linking strategies (complete, average and single) 
resulted in distinct organizations of case groups. In these 
tests, for instance, the CBR accuracy results obtained when 
the complete linking strategy was used in the hierarchical 
clustering (69.26) was higher than the accuracy results ob-
tained (53.88 and 60.72) when the single and average strat-
egies were used in the clustering (Table 2 (a2)). Table 2 (b) 
also shows the accuracy results obtained when different 
weighting schemes were used in the similarity function. 
These results were also divided in two sets of values to 
assess the impact of using baseline clustering evaluation 
values in the normalization task (Table 2 (b1) and (b2)). 
The accuracy results were again divided to show the im-
pact of using sub-case bases in the retrieval of cases. When 
baseline clustering evaluations were not used in the nor-
malization process leading to attribute weight values (Ta-
ble 2 (b1)), the use of sub-case bases presented better accu-
racy results than when sub-case bases were not used (Table 
2 (b1.1) compared to (b1.2)). The use of sub-case bases 
also provided relevant accuracy results when the normali-
zation of attribute weights considered the baseline cluster-
ing evaluation values (Table 2 (b2.1) compared to (b2.2)). 
In the end, the best results were obtained when both the 
normalization of attribute weights considered the baseline 
clustering evaluation values and the sub-case bases pro-
duced from such adjusted weighting scheme were used in 
the retrieval of cases (Table 2 (b2.2)). In the implementa-
tion of CBR based agents in our virtual tactical simulation 
system, it was used the adjusted similarity function and the 
case base organization that produced the best accuracy 
result (82.79, which is well over the best baseline results: 
44.50 and 69.26). This accuracy was derived when the 
“complete” linking strategy was used in the hierarchical 
clustering algorithm. This algorithm resulted in sub-case 
bases (15 case groups) used by a two step CBR retrieval 
algorithm, where the weights for the case attributes used in 
similarity computations were obtained from the normaliza-
tion of “entropy” estimates.  

Concluding Remarks 
This paper addresses the integration of CBR and clustering 
techniques in the development of intelligent agent behav-
iors in realistic simulation environments. The main contri-
bution of this framework is to show how to construct, eval-
uate and refine clustering results to support the determina-
tion of indexing structure for CBR systems. The usefulness 

of the proposed framework has been proven by CBR and 
clustering experiments developed for the supply selection 
agent algorithm that supports virtual tactical simulations of 
artillery battery tasks used in military training. Future work 
will be directed to the extension of the framework so that 
one could assess the combined use of other kinds of clus-
tering techniques in the indexing of cases. 
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